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Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1123
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-1     Log #CP1

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Pyrotechnics,

Review entire document and update both extracted material and reference sources as necessary
per the actions below:
1) Extracted material has been reviewed against source documents and updated as noted below:
3.3.9.2 Pyrotechnic Device. Any device containing pyrotechnic materials and capable of producing a special effect as
defined in this code. [1126, 201106]
3.3.13 Fire (verb). To ignite pyrotechnics by using an electric match, electrical current, or some other means. [1126,
201106]
3.3.15* Fireworks. Any composition or device for the purpose of producing a visible or an audible effect for
entertainment purposes by combustion, deflagration, or detonation, that meets the definition of Consumer Fireworks or
Display Fireworks as set forth in this code. [1124, 201306]
3.3.15.1* Consumer Fireworks. Small fireworks devices containing restricted amounts of pyrotechnic composition,
designed primarily to produce visible or audible effects by combustion, that comply with the construction, chemical
composition, and labeling regulations of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), as set forth in CPSC
16 CFR 1500 and 1507, 49 CFR 172, and APA Standard 87-1, Standard for the Construction and Approval for
Transportation of Fireworks, Novelties, and Theatrical
Pyrotechnics. [1124, 201306]
3.3.15.2* Display Fireworks. Large fireworks devices that are explosive materials intended for use in fireworks displays
and designed to produce visible or audible effects by combustion, deflagration, or detonation, as set forth in 27 CFR
Part 555 CPSC 16 CFR 1500 and 1507, 49 CFR 172, and APA Standard 87-1, Standard for the Construction and
Approval for Transportation of Fireworks, Novelties, and Theatrical Pyrotechnics. [1124, 201306]
3.3.31.1 Black Powder. A low explosive consisting of an intimate mixture of potassium or sodium nitrate, charcoal, and
sulfur. [1126, 201106]
3.3.32 Pyrotechnic Material (Pyrotechnic Special Effects Material). A chemical mixture used in the entertainment
industry to produce visible or audible effects by combustion, deflagration, or detonation. [1124, 201306]
3.3.33 Pyrotechnic Special Effect. A special effect created through the use of pyrotechnic materials and devices. [1126,
201106]
3.3.34 Pyrotechnics. Controlled exothermic chemical reactions that are timed to create the effects of heat, gas, sound,
dispersion of aerosols, emission of visible electromagnetic radiation, or a combination of these effects to provide the
maximum effect from the least volume. [1124, 201306]
2) References to NFPA and other organizations' documents have been reviewed and updated as noted below:
2.2 NFPA Publications. National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-7471.
NFPA 160, Standard for the Use of Flame Effects Before an Audience, 201106 edition.
NFPA 306, Standard for the Control of Gas Hazards on Vessels, 2009 edition.
NFPA 1122, Code for Model Rocketry, 201308 edition.
NFPA 1124, Code for the Manufacture, Transportation, Storage, and Retail Sales of Fireworks and Pyrotechnic Articles,
201306 edition.
NFPA 1126, Standard for the Use of Pyrotechnics Before a Proximate Audience, 201106 edition.
NFPA 1127, Code for High Power Rocketry, 201308 edition.
2.3 Other Publications.
2.3.1 APA Publications. American Pyrotechnics Association, P. O. Box 30438, Bethesda, MD 20824.
APA Standard 87-1, Standard for Construction and Approval for Transportation of Fireworks, Novelties, and Theatrical
Pyrotechnics, 2001.
2.3.2 U.S. Government Publications. U.S. Government Printing Office,Washington, DC 20402.
Title 16, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 1500 and 1507, U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission.
Title 18 USC, Chapter 40, “Importation, Manufacture, Distribution and Storage of Explosive Materials,” Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, U.S. Department of Justice.
Title 27, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 555, Commerce in Explosives, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives, U.S. Department of Justice.
Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 171 to end, U.S. Department of Transportation.
2.3.3 Other Publications.
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, 11th edition, Merriam-Webster, Inc., Springfield, MA, 2003.
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2.4 References for Extracts in Mandatory Sections.
NFPA 1124, Code for the Manufacture, Transportation, Storage, and Retail Sales of Fireworks and Pyrotechnic Articles,
201306 edition.
NFPA 1126, Standard for the Use of Pyrotechnics Before a Proximate Audience, 201306 edition.

To conform to the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects, extracted material contained in
Chapter 3 has been reviewed and modified as needed and identified with the appropriate edition for the source of the
extract.  In addition, references in Chapter 2 have been updated to the most current edition.

The previously extracted definition for "Fire (verb)" shown as 3.3.15 taken from NFPA 1126 is no longer an extract
definition and is shown as deleted here in the recommendation for this Committee Proposal.  A new definition for "Fire
(verb)" has been approved through the Committee Action on Proposal 1123-4 (Log #7).  It is no longer extracted.
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Report on Proposals  –  June 2013 NFPA 1123
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-2     Log #23

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles P. Weeth, Weeth & Associates, LLC

Add new definitions for Preparation Area and Storage Area and renumber as may be needed.
3.#.# Area
3.#.#.1 Preparation Area. The area(s) at a display site where fireworks are prepared for the display.
3.#.#.1 Temporary Storage Area. The area(s) at a display site where fireworks are temporarily stored in the truck(s) or

trailer(s) prior to being prepared, loaded or setup for the display.
Also add the definitions for Inhabited Buildings, Passenger Railways, Public Highways from NFPA 1124.

[NEW] 4.2.2 Temporary Storage and Preparation of Fireworks at the Display Site
4.2.2.1 A temporary storage area(s) shall be established at the display site where any trucks or trailers that have

delivered fireworks from the supplier to the display site are located.
4.2.2.2 A temporary storage area(s) shall be located from any inhabited buildings, passenger railways, public

highways, preparation areas and bulk storage of hazardous materials according to the Table 4.2.2.2: (Was 4.2.2.2)

***INSERT TABLE 4.2.2.2 HERE***

* Gross weight
4.2.2.3 A preparation area(s) shall be temporarily established at the display site where any fireworks are to be

prepared, inspected or repaired prior to the display.
4.2.2.4 Temporary storage and preparation areas shall be permitted in spectator and parking areas prior to the

fireworks display, provided they are secured from public access for at least 300 feet while fireworks are temporarily
stored inside the cargo box of trucks or trailers.
4.2.2.5 Fireworks shall be kept in their shipping cartons inside the cargo box of a truck or trailer until they are prepared,

loaded or setup for display.(Was 4.2.2.1)
4.2.2.6 The door(s) to any truck or trailer cargo box with fireworks shall remain closed unless fireworks, equipment,

gear or supplies are being moved in or out of the truck or trailer.
4.2.2.7 Smoking materials, matches, lighters or open flame devices shall not be allowed within 50 feet (15.2 m) of any

temporary storage area or preparation area, or any discharge area when any fireworks are present.
4.2.2.8 Aerial fireworks shall not be discharges 300 feet (91 m) of any temporary storage area or preparation area, or

discharge area where personnel are present and loading or setting up fireworks.
4.2.2.8. Temporary storage and preparation areas shall be attended by authorized personnel at all times fireworks are

present.
4.2.2.9 Only authorized personnel shall be permitted in temporary storage and preparation areas.

4.2.2.10 The number of personnel in each temporary storage and preparation area shall not exceed the number
necessary to conduct operations.

4.22.11* The quantity of explosive material in a preparation area at any one point in time shall not exceed 500 pounds
net weight.

A-4.22.11 Best practice is to limit the quantity of fireworks in a preparation area to only the amount that is needed to be
prepared at any one time. This usually is one carton of fireworks at a time with a working stock of igniters or fuses.

Existing
4.2.2.2 is replaced with proposed 4.2.2.2
4.2.2.3 is replaced with proposed 4.2.2.8
4.2.2.4*, 4.2.2.5* are retained and should be renumbered
4.2.2.6 is replaced with another more detailed proposal.

4.2.3 Inspections
4.2.3.1, 4.2.3.2 and 4.3.3.3 Replace “shells” or “aerial shells” with fireworks
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4.2.3.4 is deleted and replaced with proposed 4.2.2.2
Remainder 4.2.3.5 to end of section is retained.

The terms “preparation area” and “fireworks storage” are used in the existing document, but neither
defined. The storage of fireworks at the display site is only temporary anyway during the time the fireworks are delivered
by to the display site and the time the fireworks are loaded and setup..
Over the last 13 years there have been numerous fatal and near fatal incidents involving igniters and fireworks including
but not limited to:  Ft Worth, TX, Uffculme, Devon, UK, Peoria, AZ, New Orleans, LA, Landsford, SC, Carmel, West
Australia, Bonita Springs, FL, Kilgore, TX, Wellfleet, MA, Kolding, Denmark, Crestline, KS, Shortgate, East Sussex, UK,
and Oracoke, NC. The unintended impact or friction of the igniter matchhead during the installation, handling or removal
of the igniter is apparently the primary cause of these incidents and could easily have been avoided had the proposed
standards been followed.

In some of these incidents, the fireworks were being prepared or handled inside or near the truck where the fireworks
were temporarily stored at the display site, and with more than one Assistant nearby. The inadvertent ignition of a single
device being handled by a single assistant, outside and some distance away from other personnel and fireworks would
most certainly pose a significant risk to that Assistant, but the same inadvertent ignition of a single device inside or near
a truck with cartons and cartons of fireworks and 2,3 or more people inside of close proximity increases the negative
results exponentially.

It is essential to apply the similar standards of care used at a manufacturing facility when finished fireworks are in
process or storage at a display site when the same activities are occurring. The quantity of product and the number of
personnel need to be limited, minimum distances between areas where finished fireworks are being prepared and where
they are temporarily stored, and basic protocols for limiting the domino effect in the event of an inadvertent ignition need
to be established in order to minimize risks.

The proposed standards are based on the current practices of most experienced display operators and intended to
serve as the basis for further refinement by the committee.     The issues of electrostatic discharge while installing and
removing igniters also needs to be addressed.

The definitions are proposed in order to differentiate the preparation area from the temporary storage area at a display
site, and to establish standards for what activities are permitted in each area as well as  what limitations apply to each
area.

The proponent strongly urges the Committee to address this issue as it has led to over 20 fatalities, numerous injuries
including severe maiming and significant property damage. This issue also poses a risk to public safety given the
volume of display fireworks with igniters attached without the shroud in storage and transit, and if not properly
addressed the long term viability of the display fireworks trade given the heavy reliance on imports from China via
container ships through major ports.

The Committee notes a number of concerns with the recommended revision to the code as
submitted.  These are:
The submitter notes incidents without providing specific details that clearly indicate what aspects of the current code are
not sufficient with respect to any of the identified incidents.  No data have been submitted to indicate how the code was
used or not used in relationship to the displays involved with these incidents.
The submitter has provided a proposed Table 4.2.2.2 that would apparently provide separation distances based on
pyrotechnic weight and distances, but no technical basis has been presented for the numbers presented in the proposed
table.  In addition, there are no headings for the table columns and the table values are inconsistent as the values go
from less than 500 and greater than 500 for example, which leaves equal to 500 pounds in question.
The proposal indicates that some current content is replaced with the proposed new content but no justification has
been provided for deleting the current content and there could be a gap as not all the new content exactly replaces the
existing content.  For example, the proposal would replace existing 4.2.3.4 with new proposed 4.2.2.2 but the subject of
each of these sections does not match, so it is likely that important provisions would be lost in this revision if supported.
It appears that the proposed separation and preparation area requirements introduce revised distances from those
currently in the code and again provides no basis for the suggested distances.
The submitter in 4.2.11 establishes a limit of explosive material in the preparation area shall not exceed 500 pounds; no
basis for the weight threshold has been provided and from an enforcing perspective weighing the material in the field is
not an effective proposal.
With all the proposed changes being made in this proposal, the submitter has failed to indicate clearly in all changes
what is new, what is revised, and what is deleted, so it is difficult to determine what current requirements might be lost
inadvertently with the acceptance of the proposed changes as submitted.
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Table 4.2.2.2. 

<1,000 pounds*1.4G/1.4S >1,000 pounds*1.4G/1.4S Less than 100 pounds* 101-499 pounds* > 500 pounds* 

100 feet 200 feet 100 feet 200 feet 300 feet 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-3     Log #24

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles P. Weeth, Weeth & Associates, LLC

Delete 4.2.2.6 and replace with the following standards.
Add new definitions for Igniter, Non-pyrogen Igniter and their parts and renumber as may be needed.

An electrical ignition device consisting of a matchhead of pyrotechnic material soldered to two PVC
insulated lead wires that are connected to an electrical firing unit for firing. Igniters designed and manufactured for use
with fireworks are capable of being tested at 0.20 amperes and fired at less than 1.0 amperes. Igniters are classified as
a low explosive for storage purposes and 1.4G or 1.4S for transportation purposes.

The pyrotechnic material of an igniter or the tip of a non-pyrogen igniter that is the
ignition source that ignites the fireworks. Upon the application of the minimum test current to the matchhead via the lead
wires, the viability of the circuit can be tested, and upon application of the minimum fire current, the matchhead will
function.

An electrical ignition device consisting of a matchhead of non-combustible material
soldered to PVC insulated lead wires and connected to an electrical firing unit for firing. Non-pyorgen igniters designed
and manufactured for us with fireworks are capable of being tested at 0.35 amperes and fired at less than 1.6 amperes.
Non-pyrogen igniters are not classified as an explosive material and thus have no classification for storage or
transportation purposes.

Add a new section to Chapter 4 and renumber as may be needed.

Only igniters or non-pyrogen igniters manufactured and intended for use with electrical firing systems that meet
the standards of this code shall be used.

Electric blasting caps, boosters or detonators and other high explosive initiating devices used by the
commercial blasting industry and the military shall not be used at a fireworks display.

Non-electric high shock tube shall be permitted to be used by an ATF high explosive licensee with the required
state blasting license and approval of the local AHJs.

Igniters that require more than at 0.20 amperes to test or 1.0 amperes to fire shall not be used.
Non-pyrogen igniters that require more than at 0.35 amperes to test or 1.6 amperes to fire shall not be used.
Igniters shall have a plastic shroud or other protective cover over the matchhead, but non-pyrogen igniters

shall be permitted without a shroud or other protective cover.
The purpose of the shroud or protective cover is to reduce the sensitivity of the igniter’s matchhead to impact

or friction. Non-pyrogen igniters are not sensitive to impact or friction and thus do not need a shroud or protective cover.
Igniters and non-pyrogen igniters shall have the exposed wire of the lead wires shunted, and the lead wires

neatly bundled .
Shunting the exposed wires of the lead wires reduces, but does not eliminate the risks of electrostatic

discharge.
Manufacturers of igniters and non-pyrogen igniters shall provide written instructions and warnings regarding

the transportation, storage, installation, handling and removal with respect to fireworks that include.
(1) Warnings and instructions regarding the matchheads of igniter’s sensitivity to impact, friction, heat, spark, flame and

electrostatic discharge and can function suddenly and unexpectedly.
(2) Proper procedures to mitigate these risks when handling, storing, installing, handling and removing igniters with and

without fireworks present.
(3) Proper procedures for packing and unpacking aerial fireworks into DOT shipping cartons with igniters installed into

the leader fuses or lift charges of fireworks.
(4) Proper procedures for packing and unpacking ground display fireworks into DOT shipping cartons with igniters

installed into the nozzles of gerbs, fountains, wheel drivers and similar ground display fireworks.
(5) Proper procedures for using igniters and pyrogen igniters with electrical firing systems, including the connection to

electrical firing systems as well as the testing and firing.
Add a new Section 9.5 to Chapter 9, revise and expand existing Section 9.5 Post Display Operations and renumber as

follows:

The installation of igniters and non-pyrogen igniters to fireworks at the display site shall be conducted according
to this section.
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The matchheads on igniters are sensitive to impact, friction, heat, spark, flame and electrostatic discharge and

can function suddenly and unexpectedly. Non-pyrogen igniters are not sensitive to impact, friction, heat, spark, flame
and are less sensitive to electrostatic discharge.

Igniters or non-pyrogen igniters shall be permitted to be installed to fireworks prior to the display in the
preparation area(s) or discharge area(s).

Igniters or non-pyrogen igniters may also installed to fireworks prior to the display by the manufacturer and
shipped to the display site.

Igniters shall remain in their DOT approved shipping cartons or individual packages until needed.
Igniters and or non-pyrogen igniters shall be handled with care and impact, friction, heat, spark, flame or

electrostatic discharge avoided.
Although non-pyrogen igniters are not sensitive to impact, friction, heat, spark or flame and less sensitive to

electrostatic discharge than igniters, it is important for handling practices to remain consistent.
Electronic communications devices, radar, and other similar devices capable of generating 5 watts or more of

power shall be turned off or at least 100 feet away from igniters or non-pyrogen igniters or fireworks with igniters or
non-pyrogen igniters attached.

Modern cell phones are not capable of generating sufficient power to pose a significant risk, however their use
around igniters should be discouraged.

High power transmissions lines and electric power sub stations shall be at least 300 feet away from igniters or
non-pyrogen igniters or fireworks with igniters or non-pyrogen igniters attached.

Batteries and portable electric devices carried by the Operator and Assistants or in the immediate vicinity of
areas where igniters or non-pyrogen igniters are located or used shall have any exposed battery connections covered or
protected.

Portable electric devices such as cell phones, radios and tools may have exposed battery connections for use
in rechargers. Batteries used to power the electrical firing system or other devices such as tools, flashlights, cell phones,
and radios may be in locations where igniters or non-pyrogen igniters are located. Although unlikely, there are reports
from the commercial blasting industry of unintended initiation of blasting caps possibly due to the lead wires bumping
into exposed battery connections.

Exposed electrical lead wires on igniters or non-pyrogen igniters shall remain shunted until connected to the
terminals of an electrical firing unit.

Plastic shrouds or other protective covers shall remain over the matchheads of igniters, especially when
installed into the leader fuses of lift charges of fireworks.

The sensitivity of the matchhead to function due to impact or friction increases with direct contact with
blackpowder.

Plastic shrouds or other protective covers shall be permitted to be removed from the matchheads of igniters
when installed into the nozzles of gerbs, fountains, wheel drivers and similar ground display fireworks that are too small
to accommodate the matchhead with the shroud or protective cover.

Although the sensitivity of the matchhead to function due to impact or friction increases with direct contact with
blackpowder, when the matchhead is inside of the nozzle of a gerbs, fountains, wheel drivers or similar ground display
fireworks, the cardboard casing of the device provides protection from external impact or friction at least equal to if not
greater than the shroud or protective cover.

The igniter matchhead with shroud or protective cover, or the matchhead of a non-pyrogen igniter shall be
attached to either the leader fuse or the lift charge of aerial shells, mines or comets.

(1) If attached to the leader fuse, the paper piping of the leader fuse shall be carefully cut open with a non-sparking tool
in order to insert the matchhead into the leader fuse.

(2) If a plastic connector for igniters is attached to the leader fuse, the matchhead of the igniter shall be carefully
inserted into the plastic connector and secured.

(3) If attached to the lift charge, a non-sparking tool such as a bronze punch or wooden dowel shall be used carefully to
open a hole into the lift charge in order to insert the matchhead into the lift charge

(4) In order to ensure reliable ignition, the matchhead of the igniter or non-pyrogen igniter shall be placed so it is in
direct contact with the blackpowder of the leader fuse or lift charge.

(5) The open paper piping of the leader fuse, or the hole in the paper wrap or paperboard casing of the lift charge shall
be repaired using masking tape or other similar materials in order to protect the blackpowder and prevent spills.

(6)* The lead wires of igniters and non-pyrogen igniters installed to fireworks shall be secured to the fireworks device
by taping or wrapping the lead wires to the fireworks device in order to minimize the inadvertent pulling or removal of the
igniter from the fireworks device, and remain neatly bundled until ready to be connected to the electrical firing unit.

In order for the lead wires of igniters or non-pyrogen igniters to reach from the fireworks to the electrical
firing unit junctions, it may be necessary to have 3 feet or more of lead wires for each device. If the lead wires are not
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secured to the fireworks and neatly bundled, it increases the odds that an igniter may be inadvertently pulled or yanked
from the fireworks, essentially disconnecting the matchhead from the blackpowder and resulting in the ignition of the
igniter of non-pyrogen igniter, but no fire of the fireworks. In the case of igniters, the inadvertent pulling or yanking of  the
lead wires may create sufficient friction that it causes an ignition.

Any fireworks with igniters or non-pyrogen igniters attached that are not immediately loaded into mortars or
holders, or otherwise setup for the display shall be carefully repacked into DOT approved shipping cartons and the lids
closed, and returned to the truck or trailer until ready to be loaded.

Add a new section 9.6 to Chapter 9 as follows:

Prior to loading and setting up fireworks with Igniters and non-pyrogen igniters, the electrical firing unit cables
and junctions with the connections for igniters and non-pyrogen igniters shall be laid out in the discharge areas(s) in
order to ensure they reach the mortars, holders and areas as required in the show plan.

Moving mortars, mortar racks and holders loaded with aerial fireworks with igniters attached to where cables
and junctions will reach poses additional risks that can easily be mitigated by locating the cables and junctions before
loading and setting up any fireworks. Running spools of zip wire also can increase risks requiring additional circuit
checks and increased numbers of unfired fireworks due to poor connections or circuits with too much resistance.

Aerial shells, comets and mines with igniters attached shall be removed from the truck or trailer one carton at a
time to the discharge area to be loaded into mortars.

(1) Prior to loading into the mortar, each aerial firework shall be permitted to be temporarily placed on the top of each
mortar to ensure each is located in the location according to the show plan.

(2) As soon as the location in the show plan is determined, each aerial firework shall be loaded into the designated
mortar, the lead wire carefully unbundled to connect to the terminal of the junction of the electrical firing unit.

(3) The lead wire shall be secured to the mortar or mortar rack and any excess wire neatly bundled in order to minimize
the inadvertent pulling or yanking that might disconnect the igniter or non-pyrogen igniter from the fireworks.

(4) At this time, the shunt shall be permitted to be removed in order to connect the lead wires to the junction of the
electrical firing unit.

The practice of unloading all of the aerial fireworks for a display and mounting all of them on top of the mortars
prior to loading should be discouraged. Placing hundreds or thousands of aerial fireworks on the tops of the mortar
where they are exposed to any number of potential ignition sources increases risks to the crew to an unacceptable level.

Roman candles, cakes and ground display pieces with igniters attached shall be removed from the truck or trailer
one carton at a time to the discharge area to be setup in the location according to the show plan.

Fireworks without igniters or non-pyrogen igniters attached shall be permitted to be loaded or setup according to
the show plan, and then igniters or non-pyrogen igniters attached to the leader fuses, provided:

(1) The requirements of 9.5.10 (1), (2), (4), (5) and (6) are complied with, and:
(2) The personnel are wearing personal protective equipment including eye protection, and they place no part of their

body over the mortars or tubes of any aerial fireworks.

(Was 9.5.2.1)
[REVISED] (2) Fireworks with igniters or non-pyrogen igniters that have been unloaded from mortars or holders, or

disassembled, shall have the exposed wires of the lead wires shunted and the lead wires neatly bundled, and packaged
with the igniter or non-pyrogen igniter attached to the fireworks into approved DOT shipping cartons and returned to the
supplier in compliance withal applicable regulations.

[NEW] 9.7.2.2 If the igniter or non-pyrogen igniter is to be removed from the fireworks device at the display site, it shall
be removed in the discharge area using non-sparking tools and following the same standards in 4.2.2.

(1) The igniter or non-pyrogen igniter shall have the exposed wires of the lead wires shunted and the lead wires neatly
bundled.

(2) If an igniter is installed into the leader fuse, the matchhead shall be carefully located by feeling for it and using
non-sparking tools, the paper piping carefully cut open in order to remove the matchhead.

Cutting into the matchhead may create sufficient impact or friction to cause ignition of the pyrotechnic
material and thus should be avoided.

(3) The leader fuse or lift charge of the fireworks device shall be repaired with tape or paper so no blackpowder is
exposed or leaks.

(4) The igniter or non-pyrogen igniter be returned to the individual package.
(5) Igniters shall be returned to their DOT approved shipping cartons and returned to the supplier.

Over the last 13 years there have been numerous fatal and near fatal incidents involving igniters and
fireworks including but not limited to:  Ft Worth, TX, Uffculme, Devon, UK, Peoria, AZ, New Orleans, LA, Landsford, SC,
Carmel, West Australia, Bonita Springs, FL, Kilgore, TX, Wellfleet, MA, Kolding, Denmark, Crestline, KS, Shortgate,
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East Sussex, UK, and Oracoke, NC. The unintended impact or friction of the igniter matchhead during the installation,
handling or removal of the igniter is apparently the primary cause of these incidents and could easily have been avoided
had the proposed standards been followed.

Manufacturers of igniters have been unwilling or unable to provide proper instructions without an industry standard for
guidance. As a result, each display operator has had to develop their own standards based on what they have learned
from personal experience and what they’ve heard through the grapevine.
The APA exemption obtained from the DOT in 1996 allowing the attachment of igniters to the leader fuse without a
shroud, but requiring a shroud if attached to the lift charge remains in force. It continues to lead some display operators
to believe this is acceptable in spite of the research by the Kosankes detailing there is even greater risk from impact and
friction to the matchhead when attached without a shroud to the leader fuse than into the lift charge,

The proposed standards are based on the current practices of most experienced display operators and intended to
serve as the basis for further refinement by the committee.     The issues of electrostatic discharge while installing and
removing igniters also needs to be addressed.

The definitions are proposed in order to differentiate the newer non-pyrogen igniters that are not sensitive to impact,
friction, heat, spark or flame and less sensitive to electrostatic discharge so standards that are required for shrouds over
matchheads are not applied to these devices. The proposed standards differentiate what is required for each to the
same end.

The proponent strongly urges the Committee to address this issue as it has led to over 20 fatalities, numerous injuries
including severe maiming and significant property damage. This issue also poses a risk to public safety given the
volume of display fireworks with igniters attached without the shroud in storage and transit, and if not properly
addressed the long term viability of the display fireworks trade given the heavy reliance on imports from China via
container ships through major ports.

While the Committee believes that some of the recommended additions to the code regarding
the Electric Match and non-pyrotechnic Electric Match have merit, corresponding input from the manufacturers that are
best suited to provide validation of the proposed limits (0.20 amperes and 1.0 ampere for example) is needed.  The
Committee invites the submitter and manufacturers to provide specification information for these items during the Public
Comment period so that the Committee might more credibly evaluate the proposed establishment of thresholds for
these devices.
The terminology used by the submitter is inconsistent with current code.
Aspects of the proposed revision to the code are not able to be enforced at the display site (such as testing of current
characteristics).  The Committee also invites comments from enforcing officials on how they view such proposed
requirements and their ability to effectively enforce in the field.
The Committee notes that some of the proposed changes might be better suited in scope to NFPA 1124 as they
address manufacturing; for example, proposed 4.1.8.8.
The Committee also invites comment from the users of these devices to justify the statement that the proposed
requirements match current practices of experienced display operators.  The Committee seeks further evidence from
those operators to support his view.
The Committee also notes numerous errors in the overall structure of the proposal with respect to use of unenforceable
terms and requirements.  Such examples include use of "neatly bundled" without making it clear what would constitute
"neatly" which again reinforces the Committee's concern with enforceability.
The lack of legislative text provided by the submitter makes tracking what has been added, deleted or revised very
difficult and makes it impractical for the Committee to ensure that nothing unintended has been lost.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-4     Log #7

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
To ignite pyrotechnics or fireworks by using ana portfire, fusee, electric match, electric current, or

some other means.
This is a definition from NFPA 1126 and deals with “pyrotechnics”.  This definition should include the

words fireworks, portfire and fussee to reflect the way products are fired for display fireworks shows.

Revise text to read as follows:
To ignite pyrotechnics fireworks by using ana portfire, fusee, electric match, electric current, or

some other means.
Based on the submitter's substantiation, the Committee believed that a more effective revision

would be to add "fireworks" and delete "pyrotechnics" so that consistent with the scope of NFPA 1123, the term "fire"
applies to fireworks only.  The Committee agreed with the suggested additions of other ignition methods that are
applicable for fireworks but not for pyrotechnics within the context of proximate pyrotechnics which are within the scope
of NFPA 1126.  The revision by the Committee is primarily editorial.  See also Committee Action on Committee Proposal
1123-30 (Log# CP7) which added an annex to this definition that supplements the change from "pyrotechnics" to
"fireworks."

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-5     Log #8

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
. A fireworks device that functions on the ground (as opposed to an aerial shell that

functions in the air) and that includes fountains, wheels, and “set-pieces. A fireworks device that functions on the
ground or functions while mounted securely above the ground (as opposed to an aerial shell that functions in the air)
and may include gerbs, wheels, and “set pieces.”

The original statement suggests that the Ground Display Piece must include “fountains, wheels, and
set pieces rather than includes but is not limited to those components.  It also does not reflect that the items must be
securely mounted.

Revise text to read as follows:
* . A fireworks device that functions on the ground (as opposed to an aerial shell that

functions in the air) and that includes fountains, wheels, and “set-pieces. A fireworks device that functions on the
ground or functions while mounted securely above the ground (as opposed to an aerial shell that functions in the air).

A.3.3.18 Ground Display Piece.  Ground display pieces can include but not be limited to the following devices:
fountains (gerbs), wheels, and “set pieces.”

The Committee modified the definition as proposed to be consistent with NFPA Manual of Style
guidelines by removing the examples of some ground display pieces from the definition text and creating an annex item.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-6     Log #9

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
.  A device containing multiple pyrotechnic effects that are simultaneously ignited and dispersed by a lift

charge into the air from a mortar or tube.
A.3.3.25  A mine is a fireworks device designed to project stars and/or other effects or components into the air from a

mortar. A black powder lift charge at the base of the mine ignites its contents and projects them into the air usually to an
altitude that is lower than that reached by an aerial shell of the same diameter. The visual effect is similar to that of a
flowerpot.  Mines are not aerial shells or comets.

The current definition does not adequately describe the actual performance of a mine or the difference
between a mine and other display fireworks products.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-7     Log #10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
.  Above ground structure enclosure filled with sand or similar material into which mortars are

positioned and securely held in place.
The current definition does not adequately describe what a mortar trough is and that the purpose is to

secure the mortar and hold them in place.  It is important to include that the trough is backfilled after the mortars are
positioned in the trough.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-8     Log #11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
A storage container for aerial fireworks devices for use during setup and display. A sturdy

container for storage of fireworks devices at the discharge area of a manually fired and reloaded outdoor display.
The current definition does not adequately describe that the ready box should be a sturdy, fire-resistive

container and is only used for manually fired, reloaded displays.

Revise text to read as follows:
A storage container for aerial fireworks devices for use during setup and display. A sturdy

container for storage of fireworks devices to be reloaded at the discharge site of a display.
The Committee modified the submitter's recommended text to emphasize that the ready box is

required for storage when reloading of mortars is planned at the discharge site of a display.  The Committee deleted
"outdoor" as a type of display as NFPA 1123 is only for outdoor displays.  The Committee also notes the submitter's
substantiation includes "fire-resistive" to describe the ready box, but did not include such conditions as part of the
proposed text.  Other aspects of ready box design are covered already in 4.2.4 of the code.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-9     Log #6

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
The area immediately surrounding the fireworks mortars used for an outdoor fireworks

display. The area immediately surrounding the location where fireworks and other devices are ignited for an outdoor
display.

The current definition does not adequately describe that the Discharge Site is the area where the
fireworks and other devices are ignited, not just the area where mortars are located.

Revise text to read as follows:
The area immediately surrounding the fireworks mortars used for an outdoor fireworks

display. The area immediately surrounding the location where fireworks and other devices are ignited for a display.
The Committee deleted the word "outdoor" from the recommended text as it is redundant since

NFPA 1123 applies to only outdoor displays.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-10     Log #4

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Lazarus, New Jersey Division of Fire Safety

Add new text to read as follows:
Loading Site: The area where fireworks are loaded into mortars and where other devices such as cakes and ground

display pieces are set in place in preparation for a fireworks display.
No definition of a loading site currently exists in the document.

The term is not used in the code, so no definition is required.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-11     Log #12

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
Single-break aerial salute shells shall be limited to a size of 5 in. (127 mm) 3 in. (76 mm) in diameter and

length or, if the diameter or length exceeds these limitations, the amount of salute powder shall not exceed 3 ounces.
The risk presented by salute shells is greater than other aerial shells and therefore should be limited.

There may be some correlative changes that will be required to other paragraphs in Section 4.1.7 if this proposal is
accepted.

The submitter has not provided a technical basis for making the recommended changes.  No
scientific or practical basis has been provided to support this further limitation.  In the definition for display fireworks in
Chapter 3, current ATF storage regulations and DOT transportation regulations already address permissible salute size
provisions.  Code requirements that require enforcing officials to weigh salute composition would not be practically
implemented in the field.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-12     Log #13

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
Shells shall be inspected by the operator or assistants following their delivery to the display site at any time

prior to the shells being loaded into their mortars or into ready boxes.
The current provision does not adequately describe that the shells must be inspected prior to being

loaded into mortars or ready boxes.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-13     Log #CP2

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Pyrotechnics,

Revise 4.3.4.1 as shown:
4.3.4.1 Unless the requirements of 4.3.4.2 are met, any type of mortar 6 in. (152 mm) in diameter or less shall be
permitted to be reloaded and fired used up to seven times during a performance.

This revision corrects the terminology in this requirement by changing "fired" to "used" as the mortars
are used to fire shells and that is not the mortar itself that is actually fired.  This is essentially an editorial clarification of
terms.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-14     Log #14

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
Mortars shall be of sufficient strength and durability to safely fire the aerial shells loaded into them and to be

used safely.
The revised text more clearly describes the safety requirement based upon the type of shells that are

loaded into their respective mortars.

Revise text to read as follows:
Mortars shall be of sufficient strength and durability to fire launch safely the aerial shells loaded into them and

to be used safely.
The Committee modified the proposed change to this requirement by replacing "fire" with

"launch" as that is more appropriate with the function of the mortars.  The Committee also made an editorial change in
the placement of "safely" within the revised text.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-15     Log #1

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Bourke, Northeastern Regional Fire Code Development Committee

Revise text to read as follows:
Metal mortars shall be permitted to be either seamed or seamless.
Cast iron, stove pipe, corrugated culvert, clay, bamboo, and wood shall not be used to make mortars.

Reversing the order places the requirements in better order. Those items permitted to be used are first
than those not a after.

Rearrange paragraphs 4.3.7.2 through 4.3.7.4 as shown (4.3.7.1 remains unchanged):
4.3.7.1* Paper, high-density polyethylene (HDPE), and fiberglass mortars shall be permitted to be used.
4.3.7.32 Metal mortars shall be permitted to be either seamed or seamless.
4.3.7.43 Where seamed mortars are used, mortars shall be placed so that all seams face either right or left when the
line of mortars is viewed.
4.3.7.24 Cast iron, stovepipe, corrugated culvert, clay, bamboo, and wood shall not be used to make mortars.

The Committee added one additional related requirement into the renumbering that was
proposed by the submitter. No technical changes were made, only the sequence of the existing requirements was
revised.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-16     Log #CP3

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Pyrotechnics,

Add the following new paragraphs and annex items:
4.5.1.1* A device constructed of two or three single break, 3 in (76 mm) spherical shells shall be permitted to be fired
from aboveground mortar racks.
A.4.5.1.1 The code does not permit the loading of multiple, individually lifted aerial shells into a single mortar.  This
section permits the use of commercially manufactured devices that contain multiple spherical aerial shells assembled
with a single lift charge.  Common names for these items include "peanut shells", "double-bubble", stacked shells, and
piled shells.
4.5.1.2*  A device constructed of two single break, 4 in (102 mm) spherical shells shall be permitted to be fired from
aboveground mortar racks.
A.4.5.1.2 See A.4.5.1.1.

The Committee has proposed this new requirement to reflect that the use of these devices is a
long-standing, common practice.  The net explosive weight of such devices is considerably less than that which would
require buried mortars for single break spherical shells.  The Committee has included this during the ROP phase of the
code's revision process in order to provide the opportunity for manufacturers, operators, and enforcers to provide
comments during the Public Comment period.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-17     Log #17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
While we have submitted several proposals, the entire Section 4.6 needs revision.  The proponent will provide more

specific recommendations for revisions to the Technical Committee during the ROP meeting.
This entire section is confusing and vague.

No specific wording was provided so there is no technical recommendation to consider.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-18     Log #25

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles P. Weeth, Weeth & Associates, LLC

Delete 4.6 and 4.6.1.1
Revise 4.6.1.2 by deleting the opening phrase “Where there is doubt concerning the strength of racks holding chain

fused mortars” move to new 4.5.6 and revise as follows:

[NEW] 4.5.6 The separation distanced for aerial shells loaded in above ground wood frame racks and finale boxes
shall be twice those listed in Table 5.1.3.1.

Move A-4.6.1 to A-4.5.4

Revise 4.6.2 as follows:
4.6.2 Chain Fused Mortar Rack and Finale Box Requirements
4.6.2.1* Unless the requirements of 4.6.2.2. apply, chain fused mortar racks and finale boxes shall comply with the

following:
(1) …..
(2) …..
(3) …..
(4) …..
(5) Finale boxes shall not be used for mortars greater than 3 inch (76mm) and shall be limited to no more than 9

mortars per finale box.
A-4.6.2.1 Connecting mortar racks so the racks rely on each other for mutual support creates a single mortar rack that

is subject to these limits.

4.6.2.2 replace 2.5 inch (64 mm) with 1.5 inch (38 mm)
Add a heading 4.6.3 Chain Fused Fireworks and renumber 4.6.3, 4.6.4 and 4.6.5 accordingly.
Renumber 4.6.3* and add “finale box” after “mortar racks”.

Revise 5.1.3.3 as follows
5.1.3.3 Minimum Radius for Chain Fused Aerial Shells, Comets and Mines Fired from Mortar Racks
5.1.3.3.1 For chain fused aerial shells, comets and mines to be fired from mortars, racks, or other holders that are

sufficiently strong to prevent their being repositioned in the event of an explosive malfunction of the aerial shells,
comets, or mines, the minimum required radius shall be the same as that required in 5.1.3.1 and 5.1.3.2. (See also
Section 4.6)

5.1.3.3.2 For chain fused aerial shells and splitting or bursting comets and mines to be fired from mortars, racks or
finale boxes, or other holders that are not sufficiently strong to prevent their being repositioned in the event of an
explosive malfunction of the aerial shells, comets, or mines, the minimum required radius shall be double that required
in 5.1.3.1 and 5.1.3.2. (See also Section 4.6)

Revise 5.1.3.4
5.1.3.4.1 For Roman candles and cakes that fire aerial shells and splitting or bursting comets and mines, the minimum

required radius shall be double that required in 5.1.3.1 and 5.1.3.2 that specified for chain fused aerial shells, comets or
mines, depending on whether they produce aerial shell, comet, or mine effects.

Unless the aerial shells have dump breaks such as parachute shells or falling leaves, the typical
peonies, chrysanthemums and other aerial shells used today will routinely and regularly shred all lightweight mortar
materials such as high density polyethylene, fiberglass, and cardboard, as well as the above ground wood frame racks
and finale boxes used to hold them upright. Splitting or bursting comets and mines also will do the same damage if they
function prematurely in a mortar, Roman candle or cake.

The issue is primarily mortar type and how the mortars are secured, either in above ground wood frame racks, finale
boxes or cakes or Roman candle holders above ground, or buried in the ground or troughs. Chain fusing is not as
important as mortar or tube type and placement, especially for the many electrically fired displays fire as fast or faster
than chain fusing anyway.

If the aerial shells are not chain fused a premature functioning of an aerial shell in a lightweight mortar can and often
will ignite other aerial shells in adjacent mortars, whether chain fused or not, and when that occurs it is quite possible
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and often probable that those shells will be fired at angles less than 90º and fly downrange more than the current table
of distances.

The data from research such as the reports from CANMET shows that almost without fail, all lightweight mortar
materials will fail with either star shells or salute shells. Other research details the high degree of likelihood that the
typical above ground wood frame racks will shred or fail from such an event, tipping over the other mortars at steep
angles and firing any other shells at those angles

We have also experienced numerous incidents involving finale boxes where they have failed and shot aerial shells,
including salutes, into the spectators. By limiting the size and number of mortars in finale boxes, and increasing the
distances we can reduce the potential for aerial shells firing into spectators.

Many Operators have setup their displays based on the 70 feet per ID inch standard only to experience a catastrophic
mortar failure and watch helplessly as the rack or finale box shreds and the remaining aerial shells fire in all directions,
often into the spectators.

The doubling the distance requirements in 4.6.1 should be in Chapter 5.
Unless or until standards are developed for above ground wood frame racks and finale boxes that can routinely

withstand a catastrophic mortar failure, the distances should at the very least be doubled, no matter if the aerial shells
are chain fused or not.

The Committee notes that the changes proposed by the submitter represent a significant
departure from current long-standing practice based on current code requirements, and for that reason, the Committee
is reluctant to make this change at this time without further input from those impacted - the operators, manufacturers,
sponsors, and enforcers.  For that reason, the Committee invites input during the Public Comment period to guide the
Committee on consideration of changes such as those proposed.
The submitter uses the words "routinely and regularly" in the first sentence of the substantiation but does not provide
specific evidence to support such broad statements.
The lack of legislative text provided by the submitter makes tracking what has been added, deleted or revised very
difficult and makes it impractical for the Committee to ensure that nothing unintended has been lost.
See Committee Action and Committee Statement on Proposal 1123-19 (Log# 15) for the Committee's action regarding
requirements for boxed finale items.
See Committee Action and Committee Statement on Proposal 1123-20 (Log# 16) for the Committee's action regarding
requirements for rack placement and stability.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-19     Log #15

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
The requirements of 4.6.2.1 shall not apply to boxed finale items containing mortars 2.5 3 in. (64 76 mm) or

less in diameter only.
Three inch boxed finales are in widespread commercial use. It would be extremely costly and take a

very long time to phase out the boxed finales or change internal mortar quantities with only a speculative and
undocumented marginal change in safety.

Revise text to read as follows:
The requirements of 4.6.2.1 shall not apply to boxed finale items as supplied by the manufacturer containing

mortars 2.5 4 in. (64 102 mm) or less in diameter only.
The Committee further revised the mortar size limit by changing it from 3" as proposed by the

submitter to 4".  The same justification provided by the submitter is the reason for the Committee's action to increase
further - the 4" size matches what is commercially in use.  The Committee added that the boxed finale items are
intended to be as supplied by the manufacturer in this configuration and not intended to be constructed on site.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-20     Log #16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Add new text to read as follows:
The number of racks in a group of racks shall not be limited so long as each individual rack in the group

complies with 4.6.2.1 and the racks are securely fastened into a stable group.
While there may be reason for limiting the number of mortars in a single rack, the same rationale does

not hold for groups of racks secured together. The grouping of racks is a long standing practice, and experience has
shown that there is additional strength and stability by grouping racks securely together, especially when grouping is
compared to free-standing individual racks.

Add new text to read as follows and renumber existing 4.5.5 as 4.5.6:
The number of racks in a group of racks shall not be limited so long as the racks are securely fastened and

stable.
Add new text to read as follows:

The number of racks in a group of racks shall not be limited so long as each individual rack in the group
complies with 4.6.2.1 and the racks are securely fastened and stable.

The Committee included a similar provision to that proposed by the submitter as applicable only
for chain-fused mortar racks.  The additional provision applies to all mortar racks.  The Committee also modified the
original recommendation with an editorial change.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-21     Log #CP8

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Pyrotechnics,

Revise paragraphs 5.1.3 and 5.2.1.3 as shown:

****Include 1123_LCP8_R.doc ****

Chapter 7, Rooftops, Other Structures, and Other Limited Egress Locations was added to the 2005
edition.  As a result of those new provisions and the increased use of sites located within populated areas (like
downtown), the number of displays using angled mortars and/or elevated launch points has increased.  The Committee
became aware of research into the potential adjustments that might become necessary due to use of angled mortars or
elevated launch points when considering the design of the display site and addressing the separation distances to the
spectators. The Chair established a task group to study the ballistics issues related to angled mortars and elevated
launch positions and to develop proposed amendments to the code.  Using some limited test data, the task group
focused on an approach that would address four conditions - vertical mortars from both ground and elevated positions
and angled mortars from both ground and elevated positions.  The task group report to the Committee resulted in this
Committee Proposal seeking to modify the minimum site size requirements for ground level, vertical firing positions
through the addition of an adjustment to the existing 70 feet per inch of the internal mortar diameter specification now
found in Table 5.1.3.1.  The adjustment results in a proposed second table increasing the separation distance based on
each 100 feet of elevation for increments starting above 25 feet.  A similar approach has been attempted for angled
mortars, using tables for ground and elevated firing positions, independently.  The proposed change also incorporates
provisions regarding the stabilization and positioning of angled mortars.

The Committee has recommended that the action on this Proposal be Reject at this time as the
table on projected impact points for ground firing positions with angled mortars has not been completed and for several
other reasons.  The Committee has been unable to obtain sufficient data to validate the values for this table at this time.
The Committee cautions against using the tabular data offered in the rejected proposal absent further substantial
validation.
The Committee acknowledges the novelty and complexity of the proposed method for establishing the display site,
particularly for installations with multiple shell sizes and multiple angles. It invites comments that suggest alternative,
simpler, and/or more practical methods. The Committee expects that such public input is necessary and appropriate in
order to involve the broadest levels of experience and develop a standard that achieves the appropriate balance of
safety, security and practicality.
Additionally, the Committee seeks input from experienced parties on the need for different requirements for the smaller
size shells and comets as well as practical limitations for the larger size shells, particularly with respect to the greater
angles. Security concerns have also been raised about making public detailed impact point information for such devices.
The Committee also notes the following additional aspects of this proposal that have not been satisfied as yet as further
reasons for rejecting the proposal at this time.
Provisions for nautical shells have not been addressed at this time.
Provisions for extraordinary firing positions, e.g., below horizontal from an elevated vertical firing surface have not been
developed.
Provisions for fan cakes that may have angles greater than the maximum prescribed angles are not included.
Provisions for angling of mines in their various configurations need to be developed.
Standard requirements described in this proposal must be integrated and harmonized with existing provisions; for
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example, roman candles, chain-fused devices.
Development of annex notations regarding ambient test conditions and other bases for tables and separation distances
are not provided at this time.
Development of annex materials regarding sources of calculations (referenced materials annex), simplified and complex
examples have also not been completed.

The proposal also notes consideration for additional actions during increased wind conditions, but no specific threshold
for wind speed has been included.

The Committee seeks display operators, designers, manufacturers of fireworks devices, and enforcers to review the
recommendations outlined in this proposal, particularly those aspects related to the separation distance tables, that are
not complete at this point and to provide data if available and to provide comments through the Public Comment
process.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-22     Log #2

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Richard Protctor, Fireworks by JOE

Revise text to read as follows:
Spectators, unauthorized vehicles, watercraft that are able to be moved, or readily combustible materials shall

not be located within the fallout area during the display. Watercraft that are unable are permitted to remain in the fallout
area provided the owner gives written permission to shoot over said watercraft.

Watercraft not in the water and in the fallout zone may be unable to be moved.

The Committee identified several questions pertaining to the submitter's recommended change.
First, it is not clear from the proposed revisions what constitutes "unable to be moved" when considering the watercraft.
The Committee also questioned why no requirements were suggested for unauthorized vehicles that are unable to be
moved (the initial sentence includes those that are able to be moved).  This represents an inconsistency in the proposed
changes.  The Committee is also unclear as to the intent of the submitter with these changes as the substantiation
seems to focus on watercraft not in the water and also not able to be moved, yet the proposed changes include both
watercraft that can and cannot be moved.  The Committee recommends the submitter reconsider the proposed changes
and resubmit as Public Comments if these questions can be addressed.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-23     Log #18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
A minimum of two separate egress paths from the floating platform shall be provided at all times.

This change clarifies that this requirement applies to the floating platform only.

The Committee is not clear about what is intended by the proposed inclusion of "floating
platform" and therefore, suggests that before the Committee can act the intended meaning needs to be clarified.  The
Chapter in the code deals with floating vessels and floating platforms as the site for setting up and launching the display.
It is not clear that the submitter's use of floating platform in this recommended change regarding egress paths is
consistent with the other use of the term in this Chapter.  The Committee recommends that the submitter consider
clarifying the intended meaning as noted above and submit a Public Comment.
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5.1.3* Minimum Site Size Requirements. The display site for the outdoor 
land or water display shall have a radius perimeter at least as great as 
specified for those items in the display with the greatest required radius 
separation distances. 

 
5.1.3.1  Ground Level Firing Positions, Vertical Mortars.  For aerial shells 
fired vertically from ground level, the minimum required radius of the display site 
shall be 70 feet per inch (22 meters per 25 mm) of the internal mortar diameter of 
the largest aerial shell to be fired, as shown in Table 5.1.3.1. 
 

Table 5.1.3.1 No change [revise caption to reference ground level firing positions, 
vertical mortars] 

Table 5.1.3.1  Distances for Outdoor Aerial Shell Display Sites Fired Vertically from 
Ground Positions: Minimum Separation Distances from Mortars to Spectators for 

Land or Water Displays 

Mortar Sizea  Minimum 
Secured 

Diameter of 

Siteb 

 Vertical 

Mortarsc 

 Angled 

Mortarsd   

 Offset 

 Mortars to 
Special 

Hazardse 

in. mm  ft m  ft m  ft m  ft m 

1 25  150 46  75 23  75 23  150 46 

1.5 38  210 64  105 32  75 23  210 64 
2 50  280 85  140 43  95 29  280 85 

2.5 63  350 107  175 54  115 35  350 107 
3 76  420 128  210 64  140 43  420 128 
4 102  560 171  280 85  190 58  560 171 
5 127  700 213  350 107  230 70  700 213 
6 152  840 256  420 128  280 85  840 256 
7 178  980 299  490 149  320 98  980 299 
8 203  1120 341  560 171  370 113  1120 341 
10 254  1400 427  700 213  460 140  1400 427 
12 305  1680 512  840 256  560 171  1680 512 

Note: >12 in. (>305 mm) requires the approval of the AHJ. 
a See 4.1.1. 
b See 5.1.3. 
c See 5.2.1.3. 
d See 5.2.1.3. Note that for angled mortars, the minimum secured diameter of the 
display site does not change. Only the location of the mortars within the secured 
area changes when the mortars are angled. 
e See 5.1.4. Note that this is only the distance to the special hazards. The minimum 
secured diameter of the display site does not change. 
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5.1.3.2*  Elevated Firing Positions, Vertical Mortars.  For aerial shells fired  
vertically from firing positions elevated more than 25 feet (7.6 meters) above 
spectators,  the minimum required radius of the display site shall be increased by 
40 feet for each 100 feet of elevation of the firing point above 25 feet (7.6 meters) 
as shown in Table  5.1.3.2.   
 
 

Table 5.1.3.2 (New)   Table of Distances for Outdoor Aerial Shell Display Sites 
Fired Vertically from Elevated Positions: Minimum Separation Distances 

from Mortars to Spectators for Land and Water Displays 

Elevation 
(in feet) 

Radial Separation Distance (feet) for Shell Sizes 

3-inch 4-inch 5-inch 6-inch 8-inch 10-inch 12-inch 

0 to < 25 210 280 350 420 560 700 840 

25 to < 125 250 320 390 460 600 740 880 

125 to < 225 290 360 430 500 640 780 920 

225 to < 325 330 400 470 540 680 820 960 

325 to < 425 370 440 510 580 720 860 1000 

425 to < 525 410 480 550 620 760 900 1040 

525 to < 625 450 520 590 660 800 940 1080 

625 to < 725 490 560 630 700 840 980 1120 

725 to < 825 530 600 670 740 880 1020 1160 

825 to < 925 570 640 710 780 920 1060 1200 

925 to 1000 610 680 750 820 960 1100 1240 

 
 

5.1.3.2.1  Variations in wind direction and velocity up to XX miles per 
hour have been factored into the requirements set forth in 5.1.3.1 and 
5.1.3.2.  The AHJ and operator shall be permitted to adjust the separation 
requirement where winds in excess of  XX mph or other specific, 
hazardous conditions exist or where alternative means of protection are 
provided. 

 

Existing 5.1.3.2 is to be renumbered and retained 
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5.2.1.3*   Angling of Mortars  

 5.2.1.3.1 Aerial shells, comets, mines, Roman candles and cakes shall be permitted to be 
angled if the dud shells or components are carried away from the main spectator area and 
if either of the following requirements is satisfied: 

(1) The offset specified in Table 5.1.3.1 is followed; or 

(2) The separation distance is correspondingly increased in the direction of the 
angle as specified in 5.2.1.3.3. 

5.2.1.3.2 If the offset specified in Table 5.1.3.1 is followed, the mortars or tubes shall be 
angled so that any dud shells or components fall at a point approximately equal to the 
offset of the mortars or tubes from the otherwise required discharge point but in the 
opposite direction. 

5.2.1.3.3  If the separation distance is increased in the direction of the angle, the 
following requirements shall be satisfied as applicable. 
 

5.2.1.3.3.1  Ground Level Firing Positions, Angled Mortars 

5.2.1.3.3.1.1 Angling shall not exceed (X) degrees from vertical for aerial 
shells, and (X) degrees for non-splitting or non-bursting comets and 
mines.  

5.2.1.3.3.1.2*  For aerial shells fired at an angle from ground level, the 
display site separation distances shall be established using the following 
method:   

(1)  Draw circle(s) showing the separation distance(s) for the vertical 
mortars required in Table 5.2.1.3  

(2)  Using Table 5.2.1.3.3.1.2 determine the impact points for all devices 
fired from angled mortars.   

(3)  At each projected impact point, draw a circle with a radius of 100 feet 
per inch of internal mortar diameter for aerial shells, or 50 feet per inch of 
internal mortar diameter for non-splitting or non-bursting comets, in order 
to allow for drift and variations in velocity, wind and other common site 
and device conditions. 

(4)  Enclose the display site by drawing lines tangent to the circles drawn 
around vertical mortars (paragraph 1, above) and the circles drawn around 
impact points (paragraph 3, above). 
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Table 5.2.1.3.3.1.2 Projected Impact Points for Dud Aerial 
Shells, Non-splitting Comets and Non-Bursting Comets Fired 

at an Angle from Ground Level 

Tilt Angle 
(degrees) 

Impact Point Displacement (feet) 
From Firing Point for Shell Sizes 

 

3-inch 4-inch 5-inch 6-inch >6-inch 

0 < 3b 0 0 0 0 a 

3 < 5 TBD TBD TBD TBD a 

5 < 8 TBD TBD TBD TBD a 

8 < 12 TBD TBD TBD TBD a 

12 < 16 TBD TBD TBD TBD a 

16 < 20 TBD TBD TBD TBD a 

20 < 25 TBD TBD TBD TBD a 

25 < 30 TBD TBD TBD TBD a 

>30 a a a a a 

 
a Requires approval by the AHJ. 
b Assumes mortar tube(s) are set within 3 degrees of vertical.  

5.2.1.3.3.2  Elevated Firing Positions, Angled Mortars. Where aerial shells are 
fired at an angle from elevated platforms, audience separation distances specified 
in 5.2.1.3.3.1.2 shall be increased by 40 feet per 100 feet of elevation above 25 
feet of the firing point, as shown in Table 5.2.1.3.3.2.   
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Table 5.2.1.3.3.2: Radial Separation Distances from Point of 
Impact for Aerial Shells Fired at an Angle from Elevated 

Firing Points 

Elevation 
(in feet) 

Radial Separation Distance (feet) 
for Shell Sizes 

 

3-inch 4-inch 5-inch 6-inch >6-inch 

25 to < 125 340 440 540 640 a 

125 to < 225 380 480 580 680 a 

225 to < 325 420 520 620 720 a 

325 to < 425 460 560 660 760 a 

425 to < 525 500 600 700 800 a 

525 to < 625 540 640 740 840 a 

625 to < 725 580 680 780 880 a 

725 to < 825 620 720 820 920 a 

825 to < 925 660 760 860 960 a 

925 to 1000 700 800 900 1000 a 

 

a Requires approval by AHJ. 

5.2.1.4 Stabilization and Positioning of Angled Mortars 
 

5.2.1.4.1  The base of the mortar shall be secured in a manner that allows transfer 
of recoil forces to the ground or other stable firing surface. 

 
5.2.1.4.2  Both the angle and direction of the mortars shall be verified. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-24     Log #19

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
At an electrically fired display Aall personnel, other than spotters orand fire watch, shall be in safety shelters.

6.4.1 (5) correctly allows the shooter and operator at a manually fired display to be outside the
required barrier, as they must be outside in order to manually fire the display.

Although 6.4.4 may have been intended to address electrically fired displays only, it is not expressly limited to electrical
firing, so it seems to conflict with 6.4.1(5) by requiring everyone but the spotter and fire watch to be in a shelter.

Obviously, the shooter and operator can neither be in a shelter nor behind a barrier at a manually fired display, so 6.4.4
either must be revised to limit itself to electrically fired displays or to also expressly exclude the shooter and operator
from being in a shelter at manually fired displays. The former is simpler.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-25     Log #5

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Lazarus, New Jersey Division of Fire Safety

Add new text to read as follows:
Separation distances: Dwellings, buildings, structures and marine craft shall be permitted to be located within the

loading site with the approval of the AHJ and the owner of the dwelling, building, structure or marine craft, provided that
the dwelling, building, structure or marine craft is unoccupied during the loading of the floating platform, or if the
structure or craft provides protection for the occupants through noncombustible or fire-resistant construction.

No provisions for providing a separation to buildings or watercraft exist for the loading of barges in
inhabited areas or on navigable waterways.

Add new text to read as follows:
6.8 Marine Preparation Area Separation.  6.8.1 Dwellings, buildings, structures and marine craft shall be permitted to

be located within 100 ft (30 m) of the preparation area with the approval of the AHJ and the owner of the dwelling,
building, structure or marine craft, provided that either of the following conditions is met:
1. The dwelling, building, structure or marine craft is unoccupied during the loading of the floating platform, or
2. The dwelling, building, structure or marine craft provides protection for the occupants through noncombustible or
fire-resistant construction.

The Committee used the submitter's recommended text, modified the title of the new section
and arranged the requirements in a more easily understood format.  The Committee also utilized the requirements in
4.2.2 related to preparation areas and added the requirement from 4.2.2.2 for a 100 ft separation distance to maintain
consistency.  The Committee recommends numbering this new requirement as 6.8.1 to be consistent with the
recommended action in Proposal 1123-26 (Log# 3) which adds a 6.8.2.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-26     Log #3

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua Lazarus, New Jersey Division of Fire Safety

Add new text to read as follows:
Loading on active waterways: Floating vessels or platforms must be separated from active waterways by a minimum

distance of 25 feet (7.6 m).
No provisions for providing a separation to buildings or watercraft exist for the loading of barges in

inhabited areas or on navigable waterways.

Add new text to read as follows:
6.8.2 Unauthorized marine craft shall be separated from floating vessels or platforms by a minimum distance of 25 feet
(7.6 m) during loading of fireworks.

The Committee clarified that the separation distance being established by this new provision
was the distance between unauthorized vessels and those floating vessels or floating platforms in use during loading of
fireworks.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-27     Log #20

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
Portions of the display site, other than the discharge sites(s), shall be permitted to be open to the public prior to

the display as long as provisions of section 4.2.2.2 are maintained.
It is important to maintain the integrity and security of the discharge site and all the related fixtures,

enclosures, devices, wiring, support elements and other pyrotechnic devices.  The requirement of a separation of 100’
feet from any member of the public whether escorted or not should be maintained.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-28     Log #21

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
As soon as the fuse is ignited, the shooter shall vacate turn away or step away from the immediate proximity of

the mortar area to a safe distance from the mortar until the shell has safely ignited and lifted from the mortar.
The phrase “vacate the mortar area” is vague and confusing.  Depending upon the size of the shell

and type of shell, the distance that the shooter should be from the mortar will vary.  The way the language currently
reads, the mortar area could be construed to be the entire discharge area.

Revise text to read as follows:
8.2.6.2 As soon as the fuse is ignited, the shooter shall vacate turn and step away from the immediate proximity of the

mortar area.
The Committee changed the requirement so that the shooter "turns and steps away" as

opposed to the proposed change which would instruct the shooter to "turn or step away."  The Committee believes that
turning and stepping away is the more safe approach.  The Committee accepted this part of the recommendation with
that change in the requirement.  The Committee rejected the proposed added content "...to a safe distance from the
mortar until the shell has safely ignited and lifted from the mortar."  This provision is not consistent with the required
practice as the operator would need to go back to the mortar and mark it according to the code in the case of a misfire
and would also need to be in the proximity of the mortar to continue shooting the other mortars in the display.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-29     Log #CP4

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Pyrotechnics,

Revise 8.2.10.1.1 as shown:
8.2.10.1.1 Unless the requirements of 8.2.10.1.2 apply, immediately following the display but no sooner than 15 minutes
after the attempted firing, if the shell still has not fired, the mortar shall be flooded with water and allowed to stand for a
minimum of 5 minutes before the shell is removed from the mortar. the following procedure shall be required:
(1) Any shells that were fired but are not exploded shall not be handled until at least 15 minutes have elapsed from the
time the shells were fired.
(2) The fireworks then shall be treated as follows in either 8.2.10.1.1(2)(a) or (b):
(a) The fireworks shall be doused with water and allowed to remain undisturbed for at least 5 additional minutes before
being placed in a plastic bucket or fiberboard box.
(b) The fireworks shall remain undisturbed for at least 30 additional minutes before being placed in a plastic bucket or
fiberboard box.

The Committee incorporated the procedures for handling duds into the procedures for handling misfires,
so that consistent practices will be followed for either instance of device non-performance.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-30     Log #CP7

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Pyrotechnics,

Create an annex item as shown:
A.3.3.13 Fireworks can include but not be limited to: aerial shells, ground display pieces, proximate pyrotechnics, and
other pyrotechnic devices intended for entertainment purposes.
Add an asterisk to 3.3.13 to indicate that an annex note is provided for this requirement.

Added for clarification and linked with the change to the definition by action on Proposal 1123-10 (Log
#7).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-31     Log #CP6

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Pyrotechnics,

Create a new annex item as shown:
A.4.2.2.2 For displays conducted on floating platforms and barges, the preparation site can be in a location different
from the display site.
Add an asterisk to 4.2.2.2 to indicate that an annex note is provided for this requirement.

Added to make it clear that for displays on floating platforms and vessels the preparation area can be in
an area different from the display area.  See also action on 1123-25 (Log #5).
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-32     Log #22

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.

Revise text to read as follows:
Renumber as A.4.3.9.

The annex note to section 4.3.9 is incorrectly numbered “A.4.3.8” and should be renumbered “A.4.3.9”

Combine existing A.4.3.8 and A.4.3.9 and renumber as all A.4.3.9 and also renumber references to Table A.4.3.8 to
Table A.4.3.9, plus the label for the table.  Also delete the asterisk for 4.3.8 as the annex for this paragraph is being
attached to 4.3.9.
A.4.3.89 Where there is concern that a mortar is too short to cause an aerial shell to be propelled to a safe altitude, a
test firing should be conducted. However, it generally is believed that mortars of the lengths specified in Table A.4.3.89
are sufficient.
A.4.3.9 The lengths specified in Table A.4.3.89 are not intended to be construed as absolute minimums; however,
experience has demonstrated that these recommendations function reliably in use.

The Committee completed the renumbering of A.4.3.8 to A.4.3.9 as recommended by this
proposal, but also combined existing A.4.3.9 with the prior A.4.3.8 to all be part of A.4.3.9.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
1123-33     Log #CP5

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Pyrotechnics,

Add a new annex as shown:
A.4.6.2.2 A boxed finale item can be fired at any point during the display.
Add an asterisk to 4.6.2.2 to indicate that an annex note is provided for this requirement.

This annex item is added to provide guidance that boxed finale item is a term used by the manufacturer
but not necessarily intended to designate when the item should be used.
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